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No. 16. a reasonable cause in the meaning of the tatute, which therefore left it in the
discretionary power of the Court to grant a reasonable indulgence.

Accordingly, the Lords granted the delay.
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No. 17.
Sequestration - LAURENCE KEIR, a native of Perthshire, settled early in life in London as a
notapplicable merchant ; but his connectibn twith this country led him to be much engagedto the case of -eSoc -akt.We i sbcm~m asdof a foreign in transactions in the Scotch markets. When his ffairs became embarrassed,
trader having his creditors proceeded to attach his effects in this country, consisting of debtseffect, in
Scotland. due to him. To prevent them from obtaining a preference in this way, he ap-

plied, in conjunction with Lyal, Petrie and Company, merchants in Montrose,
for a sequestration of his estate within Scotland, for the benefit of all his credi-
tors. This application was opposed by Henry Stewart Dickey, one of the ar-
resting creditors, and was refused, (10th March 1802).

Keir reclaimed, and
Pleaded: The inconvenience which resulted from the mode of obtaining

preferences at common law over the estates of insolvent persons, was the
means of the introduction of the remedy which the bankrupt-law of Scotland
now affords. In this struggle for preference every personal estate, to whomso-
ever it might belong, native or foreigner, was subjected. Accordingly, the
statute 1772 has been found applicable to an English trader, having a quantity
of silk in this country; Cole against Flammaire, No. 34. p. 4820. Wilnbit
was renewed in 1783, it was thought expedient to confine the remedy of seques-
trations to merchants; but it does not seem probable that it was intended to
limit this privilege to Scotch merchants, when it must be so much for the ad-
vantage of all his creditors, that the funds in this country sbould be divided
equally among them. The English statutes of bankruptcy declare, that stran-
gers shall be subject to the sequestration laws; 21 Ja. 1. chap. 19. 5 ult. Cow-
per's Rep. 398-403. It may seem dangerous to sequestrate the estate of a
foreigner; but this is easily guarded against, by requiring his own concurrence,
as in Ewing's Creditors against Douglas, 6th February 1802, No.14. supra, for by
5 17. of statute 1793, it is provided, that no sequestration shall be awarded

,against any person abroad, having an estate in Scotland, but with his own con-
sent, unless he has resided or had a dwelling-house or house of business there,
within a year previous to the application.

KEIR against DICKEY.
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This petition was refused (27th May 1802) without answers;. when it was
observed on the Bench, That jt4,qecippeqf this statutV or ac
tinuation of the 13th, and is applicable to the situation of a Scotch trader who
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is necessary, as it might prove a hardship in many cases, that his effects should
be sequestrated when he might know nothing about it, and when he might be
completely solvent, although from ne&ligence some of his debts here might re-
main undischarged. This short chaute,it was rematked, -was -never intended
to introduce so very great an alteration into the law, as that a foreign trader
should be comprehended under the provision of the statute, when he is not
mentiqxedj4ppy lfrae PAn. a I4e lW4paseqg$gpd,,the d r
not only was in England at the time when the commission of bankruptcy was
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THE premiums due to underwriters make no part of the Broker's seetrat-
SeA1ista, f nuplifo pw oetioyto lRiobkuptcy.
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No. 19t
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On the same dtay te Court likewise refused, without rs, a recvigig petition fibe
WilEam Bishop andCompany, merchaus in Lancaster, shing for a-s.questraiin-Of their.&cch-
qffeets.
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